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ABSTRACT
In the current world, recommendation system plays a major role in helping consumer find for relevant product
information with summarized reviews. It contains collection of opinions, reviews, recommendation, ratings,
comment and personal experience shared by different user review on a product through social networks, ecommerce websites, blogs and forums. These reviews become an opinion for consumers to learn different aspects of
products like limitations, advantages, features, services and suppliers. Various methods of evaluating
products/services to consumer are provided from different review sites. The proposed method extracts reviews and
summarises to provide enhanced product recommendation to the consumer.
Keywords: Product recommendation, Opinion mining, Sentiment analysis, Natural Language Processing, POS
tagging

I. INTRODUCTION
Background
In this progressive world, collection of data is
enormous and evolving with changing times. Each
product has two types of contents. Objective content is
actual data is about service or product that a business
production provided to consumer. Subjective content is
a collection of ratings, comments, opinions,
recommendations and reviews shared by different users
which are extracted from forums, blogs and social
networks [1]. These reviews become an opinion for
consumer to learn and share different aspects like
limitations, features, merits, services and suppliers of a
product. Due to this, the business of a product and
consumer is related that is a very important feature for
product recommendation system. These review data
can be spread to larger audience with the help of online
peer to peer communication that can provide awareness
regarding a product or services. Large number of
review recommendation systems has been designed
that provide different review on a product to consumers.
These include comments, numerical ratings, like and
dislike, thumbs up and down to help ease of experience
with product with other consumers [7].

Most of the consumers in current world make use of
Internet as communication for finding products as well
as finding solutions for service/product related
problems such as pre-purchase inquiries on a product
and post-purchase services on product in real time.
Numerous aspects such as reviews, mining of data,
review recommendation and providing ease of facility
for decision making process will be invaluable to
consumers. Mining on reviews provided by users will
involve extraction of review, cleaning up of data, rating
the product, analyse rating quantitatively, analyse
reviews through sentiment analysis, opinion mining
and provide a score for a product that will help
consumer feel ease whole selecting a product and
differentiate product based on the user reviews [3].
Several researches have been developed, various
recommendation systems that can extract reviews, mine
the reviews and provide recommendations. Most
common method is to summarize reviews is using the
concept of sentiment analysis [3]. Sentiment analysis
will classify the different of a given text at the sentence,
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document and express it in opinion such as positive,
negative or neutral.
Advanced methods of sentiment analysis will search
for emotional states such as "happy", "sad" and "angry".
This methodology works at document level. A different
method of using sentiment analysis (positive, negative
and neutral) is to make use of scaling system where
words are commonly associated with them having
positive, negative and neutral sentiments with number
on a scale of 1 to 5 (negative to positive) and when an
input text as a review is given the text is analyzed using
natural language processing, next the understanding of
these words and how they relate to concept of
sentiment analysis. Each word is given a score, which
allows understanding of sentiment based analysis on a
5 point scale [5]. Thus, usage of review extraction and
summarization technique of reviews becomes most
important for a product to sell with respect to business
and important for a consumer to select the right product.

Document-level Sentiment Analysis: Personalized
text extraction from document with sentiment analysis
is notation of document level sentiment analysis.

Figure 1. Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis [2]
B. Sentiment identification can be performed on two
levels of granularity [3]

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
1. Related Works
The studies carried out on the prior works include the
following method which deals with opinion mining and
sentiment analysis on online reviews.
A. Studies Related with Opinion Mining and
Sentiment Analysis On Online Reviews [2]
User reviews will provide well informed decisions for a
service/product; also help the product production team
to underhand problems such as product drawbacks,
product weaknesses. The online review data
information is very vast and various text processing
methods, mining on opinions, tools for automated
extraction and natural language processing have been
in literature. In this larger consumer and business
audience, moving forward with tools and techniques
for online product reviews set a pattern or new era of
recommendation systems. Machine learning, web
search methods, mining of text, information retrieval
and natural language processing methodology will
provide an enhanced method to find, extract and
summarize sentiment, opinions and mind relevant data
required from vast information of user-review context
on the web.

Figure 2. Sentiment Identification [3]
Sentence-level Sentiment Analysis: Sentence level
sentiment analysis produces an inference that different
sentences might possess different opinions about a
product.
C. Specific context of opinion mining can be
performed on two types of parameters [4]
Parameter such as inclination review, review via graph,
word frequency review are categorized as objective
parameters. While expressing an opinion on product
and providing particular feature of product on emotions
of reviewers are categorized as subjective parameters.
Need of natural language processing for studying the
subjective parameters and numerical computation for
objective parameter will tell the opinion extracted from
reviewer is negative or positive. NLP technique will
extract all essential features of reviews.
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In general, mining of user-generated reviews involve
following steps [8]
i. Mechanized extraction of review element from ecommerce sites
ii. Text reviews, classify reviews as positive or
negative depending upon adjectives with NLP
technique
iii. Recognition
and
extraction
of
product
characteristics from the text reviews
iv. Specific product characteristics opinion extraction
v. Arrive at enhanced product score with combination
of subjective and objective parameters.
The outcome of the review problems identified are
classified according to the techniques used based on the
functionality of different mining techniques for review
recommendation.

Fig. 3 System Architecture

2. Implementation
The implementation consists of the four modules which are
to be implemented.
Table 1. Functionality of Review Mining Algorithms

Techniques used
K-Nearest Neighbor
Classifier

Naive Bayes
Classifier
Classification by
Association Rules

POS Tagging

Functionality
Estimate the nearest neighbor
values of categories of a given
text document, extract words
and provide category.
It takes input data /reviews
and performs decision into
two classes.
Sentiment classification is
done by constructing a text
classifies by extracting
category of words by
association rules.
POS Tag will consider only
opinion sentence containing at
least one detected sentiment
phrase for opinion extraction.

III.METHODOLOGY

The enhanced extraction and summarization technique
involves following stages to provide product
recommendations
A. User Reviews: Product or service made by user
who has obtained the product/service is user review. It
is a form of response on online shopping sites and
purchases made by user. These reviews response in text
are extracted and applied with POS tagging that person
processing.
B. POS Tagging: Lexical set or part-of-speech(POST)
are used to find syntactic words in any document of
text like adjective, verb, noun, synonym etc. This
processing can be done with the basis of definition for
example nouns are names like Bangalore, or on the
similar or adjacent words depending upon relationships
among the words extracted. POS tags are also called as
word classes. The use of POS tags is usually for
performing an extraction of specific sentence or words.
Extraction of specific words and passes it to NLP
processor is performed with the help of POS tagging.
C. Apply NLP Rules: An interaction between human
language and computers is the Felipe of artificial
intelligence and computer science is called natural
language processing. A relationship between humancomputer interactions is NLP. The process of
authorizing computer to fetch meaning from human
language input for natural language understanding can
be done using NLP. Hence, various rules can be
defined to extract only sentiment, opinion- oriented,
emotion-based text from a set of review information
data.
D. Find Opinion Words: Opinion words are classified
as emotions, facts, statement, expressions, point of
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view, judgment, attitude, and way of thoughts on any
specific product. NLP rule mining can be applied to
extract these opinion words that lead for an enhanced
way of finding s specific opinion words on product
review data information.
E. Summarized Review Result: Process of
fragmenting a complex data into smaller parts to obtain
a better understanding of the review information is
called summarized review. As NLP rules are applied to
obtain opinion words will be further summaries for
product recommendation at ease.

MODULE 2: NLP RULES
Objective: To apply the NLP rules for the datasets.
Input: Datasets.
Output: To derive meaning from human or natural language
input.
Algorithm

For this the above mentioned modules are utilized to
provide review recommendation in the following two
ways [1].
a. Single Review- Sentence Level Analysis.
b. Document Level Analysis.

Step 1

For a set of input words tokenization is
done for the particular tag set using
NLP.

Step 2

Morphological and semantic tagging is
done for the input word which are read
from the tag set.

Step 3

Extracting the opinion words from the
pattern set using NLP.

Step 4

Producing the canonical form of the
words and using lemma.

Step 5

The NLP rules are applied to get the
desired output

MODULE 1: POS TAGGING
Objective : To apply the POS tag-set for the datasets.
Input : Datasets.
Output: Classify the tag-set according to the POS.
Algorithm

MODULE 3: FIND OPINION WORDS
Step 1

Input a string of words

Step 2

A set of specified tag-set would be
created automatically.

Objective: To find the opinion words
Input: Output of NLP words
Output: Opinion Words.
Working Procedure:

Step 3

String of words is compared with
specified tag-set.

Step 4

The corresponding words present in the
tag-set are extracted.

Step 5

The POS Tagging words are classified.

Input:
Quality hotel at great price Very clean. Free breakfast
with good selections. Staff friendly and most helpful.
Output:
great/JJ clean/JJ good/JJ friendly/JJ helpful/JJ.

Working Procedure:
Input:
Quality hotel at great price Very clean. Free breakfast
with good selections. Staff friendly and most helpful.
Output:
Quality/NNP hotel/NN at/IN great/JJ price/NN
Very/RB clean/JJ ./. Free/NNP breakfast/NN with/IN
good/JJ selections/NNS/. Staff/NN friendly/JJ and/CC
most/RBS helpful/JJ.

MODULE 4: SUMMARIZED REVIEW RESULT
Summarized
Review
Result
provides
recommendation in the following two ways.
a.
b.

review

Single Review- Sentence Level Analysis.
Document Level Analysis.

Working Procedure:
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In this module after the training data is classified, evaluation
of the testing data happens in cross validation with training
data for the accuracy of the modules. The accuracy of the
modules are measured using Confusion matrix to determine
the factors like Precision, Recall and F-Measure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A TESTING : TESTING FOR SUMMARIZED
REVIEW RESULTS

Table 2: Confusion Matrix
Summarized Review Result is the process of breaking a
complex topic into smaller parts in order to gain a better
understanding of it.

PREDICTED
Yes

No

Yes

TP

FP

No

FN

TN

A. Testing for Naïve Bayes Classifier

i)

The corresponding tables refer to the details of the
confusion matrix and the performance metrics for
20 datasets.
Table 3: Confusion Matrix for (20 Datasets)

Confusion Matrix:

A confusion matrix is a table that is often used to describe
the performance of a classification model or "classifier" on a
set of test data for which the true values are known.
a.
b.
c.
d.

TP Rate (True Positive): Where actual is positive and
predicted is also positive.
FP Rate (False Positive): Where actual is Negative but
predicted is Positive.
FN Rate (False Negative): Where actual is Positive but
predicted is Negative.
TN Rate (True Negative): Where actual is Negative and
predicted is also Negative.

A

B

Classified as

619

138

A=POSITIVE

115

308

B=NEGATIVE

Table 4: Performance Metrics for (20 Datasets)

TP

FP

FN

PRE-

RE

F-

RATE

RATE

RATE

CISION

CALL

MEASU

CLASS

RE

The factors Precision, Recall and F-measure are evaluated
using the above conventions from the confusion matrix.

0.818

0.272

0.182

0.843

0.818

0.830

0.728

0.182

0.272

0.691

0.728

0.709

0.786

0.240

0.214

0.789

0.786

0.787

POSITI
VE

ii) Precision:

NEGATI
VE

Precision is the harmonic mean of the True positive (TP)
and the false positive (FP)

WEIG
HTED
AVG

Precision=

……… (1)
B. Testing for K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

iii) Recall:
Recall is the harmonic mean of the True positive (TP) and
False negative (FN).
Recall =
iv)

The corresponding tables refers to the details of
the confusion matrix and the performance metrics
for 20 datasets.
Table 5: Confusion Matrix for (20 Datasets)

……… (2)

F-Measure:

A measure that combines precision and
the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
F-Measure = 2 x

…. (3)

A

B

Classified as

726

31

A=POSITIVE

218

205

B=NEGATIVE

recall is
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Table 6: Performance Metrics for (20 Datasets)
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